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SHADECO Roman Blinds

To lower the blind:
Hold the cord on a slight angle to side of the blind or keep the cord almost straight, then gently give the cord a quick
slight tug downwards to release the cord lock. The cord should not be pulled forward or across the front of the blind or
pulled on an excessive angle to the side of the blind.

If not fully closing the blind, when the blind is at the desired position gently give the cord a quick slight tug then
release the cord. This will activate the cord lock to hold the blind. The blind will drop approximately 1cm when the
cord is released.

To raise the blind:
Open the blind by gently pulling the cord on a slight angle to side of the blind or pull cord almost straight down
towards floor while keeping cord behind blind. The cord should not be pulled forward or across the front of the blind or
pulled on an excessive angle to the side of the blind.

When the blind is in the desired position, gently release the cord. The cord lock will then activate to hold the blind.
The blind will drop approximately 1cm when the cord is released.

Avoid over-raising your blind as this will cause the cord lock mechanism to seize up. If raising the blind right to the top
you will feel a slight resistance as you new the top fold. When you feel this resistance, release the cord and do not
attempt to raise or force the blind any higher. Roman blinds operate and sit best when the blind is not tightly stacked at
the top. Please leave at least a 1cm gap between the cord lock and the rings attached to the back of the blind.

Please ensure you can easily operate the blind cord, without obstruction from furniture or fittings. When blind cord
is not in operation, always use the cleat attached to the wall or architrave to keep the loose cord secure and safely
out of reach of children, as per Australian Safety Standards.

Pull cord on slight angle to
side of blind or straight down when

opening and closing blind.

Avoid pullingthe cord forward or
across the frontof the blindor on an

excessive angle to the side of
the blind.This will cause the cord to rub

on the metal cord lock pulley and
eventually the cord will fray over time.


